You are going to design your own superhero for a presentation you will give in Leadership. Your superhero doesn’t need to necessarily be someone who can fly or scale tall buildings, but should be more like an everyday superhero. Your newly created superhero must have …

- Three unique qualities which make him/her a superhero
- A secret identity which he/she uses to disguise himself during the regular day
- Three “tools” he/she uses to act like a superhero (ex: Wonder Woman’s golden lasso or invisible plane)
- A box which you use to contain all of his/her superhero items
- A quote or logo which represents your superhero (like Superman’s S)
- A theme song (either a little jingle you make up, or a leadership type song you know of that would “fit” your superhero.

**Presentation**
You must prepare a 3-5 minute presentation about your superhero. It should include all of the details above (so that we are able to learn about your superhero). You must also include pictures, diagrams, or a “model” of your superhero. Also, you will need to sing or play (cd) a short excerpt of your superhero’s theme song for us.

Point Value: ____________
Due Date: ____________
My presentation due date is … ____________
Notes: